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03.09.2015 AxxonSoft releases version 3.6.4 of Axxon Next video management software 

New features and improvements  

In Axxon Next 3.6.4 HTTP Server API and GUI have been extended. 

Now the statistics has info about a codec and stream resolution for the specified video sourse as 
the following methods have been added:  

• getting the list of all available layouts on the screen; 

• displaying a specific layout on the screen; 

• getting the list of cameras currently displayed on the layout; 

• deleting a specific camera from the layout; 

• clearing the layout.  

Fixes  

1. Fixed error related to viewing archive under certain conditions.  

2. Fixed error related to activation over the Internet. 

3. Fixed error related to exporting from the archive with sound. 

4. Fixed error related to displaying presets in multi-screen configuration. 

5. Fixed error related to Client shutdown when creating an automated rule for detection tool.  

6. Fixed error related to ipint license renewal. 

7. Fixed error related to displaying PTZ control panel in certain situations. 

8. Fixed camera issue that occured while correcting RTSP path. 

9. Fixed error related to playing back the archive older than 1 hour. 

10. Fixed a memory leak issue that occurred while working with Bosch cameras.  

11. Fixed error related to incorrect info displaying on the Health board.  

12. Fixed error related to basic motion detection tool malfunction.  

13. Fixed problem related to Client freeze when fast-forwarding the archive and positioning on 

the timeline.  

14. Fixed error related to permanent video server shutdown.   

15. Fixed error related to loss of video signal from certain cameras after switching the layout.  

16. Fixed issue with accessing certain events on the camera by users without access rights to 

this camera.  

17. Fixed issue with enabling the situation analysis detection tools.  

18. Fixed issue with recording to archive when embedded detection tool trigger on Hikvision 

DS-2CD2432F-I cameras.  
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19. Fixed error related to taking Web Server screenshots.  

20. Fixed error related to not saving the logging settings after product reinstallation with 

saving configuration.   

21. Fixed error related to incorrect export of the time span with periods without the archive.  

22. Fixed error related to Web Client malfunction in Internet Explorer 9.  

23. Fixed issues with Chinese localization.  

24. Fixed a memory leak issue that occurred while working with Client. 

 

IP device support  

The release includes Drivers Pack 3.33 for IP devices support. Detailed information about the 
Drivers Pack, where to find the latest set of drivers, and the list of supported hardware is available 
on the following page: 

http://www.axxonsoft.com/integrated_security_solutions/supported_ip.php 

Downloads and licensing 

The Axxon Next installer includes both the client and server components. The client can be 
installed on a computer together with the server, or installed on a separate dedicated client 
workstation. There is no limit on the total number of servers and clients in a system. 
Axxon Next can be activated in one of three modes: paid, trial or free. 
 
The free version supports 1 server, 16 cameras, 1 TB storage, and an unlimited number of clients. 
 
Learn more about Axxon Next on the product page at 

 http://www.axxonsoft.com/products/axxon_next/ 

Product documentation 

System Requirements 

Axxon Next Installation Guide 

Axxon Next Activation Guide 

Quick Start Quide 

Complete Axxon Next 3.6.4 Documentation 
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